
Ref: AISV-25th WR- 16th OCTOBER TO 20th OCTOBER 2023

Dear Parents

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV-25th WR-
16th OCTOBER TO 20th OCTOBER 2023

ASSEMBLY TIME

Prayer
Affirmations
Gurukulam
Birthday Celebration
Mass Drill
National Anthem
National Song
School Anthem

FOUNDATIONAL STAGE (NURSERY TO C2)

NURSERY

Circle Time/Observe and
Discuss

Little feet danced to the tune of the garba
song.

Pre-writing skill Kids had fun in identifying the letters through
action.

Literacy skills Little learners were introduced to small letters
'b' and 'c'.Also practice of big letters 'D', 'P' and
'R' was done.

Pre-Math skills Little masters were introduced to number '5'.

GK(picture talk) Little enthusiasts showed keen interest in full



and empty concepts.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Kids practised different exercises.

Rhymes & Stories Kids keenly listened to the story about the
rabbit and the tortoise virtually.

LOWER KINDERGARTEN

Circle Time/Observe & Discuss Little Learners revised the Swar and Vyanjan
through identifying the same through wooden
blocks and sand tracing boards as per the
instructions given by their teachers.

Literacy skills Kids were revised ‘a’ family words (at,ap and
as) from their Phonic Primer TB.

Numeracy skills Kids were introduced to Numbers 35, 36, 37
through Tens and Ones concept and they
practised the same in their TB.

They were revised Numbers 31, 32, 33, 34 and
practised the same in their NB.

Language smart (Hindi) Kids revised �यंजन ग and �यंजन घ and practised
the same in their NB.

�यंजन ङ was also introduced and practised in
their NB. They revised �यंजन क to ङ and wrote in
their NB.

GK(picture talk) Kids were revised water animals and they
coloured the same in their GK NB.

They were also introduced to a new topic: Days
of week.



Art & Craft Little Artist drew Spider in their Craft-A TB.
They also did Thumb printing and made bird
designs.

They coloured the Dandiya drawn in the Yuva
Drawing book.

Motor skills (fine/gross) Little dancers enjoyed dancing on the garba
song and celebrated navratri festival.

Rhymes & Stories Little kids revised the Incy Wincy Spider rhyme
and the first two paragraphs of Five Little
creatures were introduced.

UPPER KINDERGARTEN

Observe and discuss Kids observed and discussed the picture talk of
Day and Night.

Literacy skills Students were introduced to the ch and sh
words and sentences. They also practised
cursive letters Ii and Jj.

Numeracy skills Little stars practised counting additions with
the number line method. They were also
introduced to the addition with zero.

Language smart (Hindi) Little kids practised writing दो वण� वाले श�द and
तीन वण� वाले श�द.

Motor skills(fine/gross) Munchkins enjoyed playing, passing the object
from one spoon to another.

Rhymes & Stories Toddlers were introduced to the new rhyme of
Soldier, Sailor and Pilot.

GK(picture talk) Students were introduced to the Days of the



week. They revised reading and writing the
words of aquatic animals, birds and Days of the
week.

Art & Craft Students had coloured in the images of A Truck
and An Engine in Craft C. They had practised
drawing and colouring Kalash & Dandiya in
Sundaram.

Grade 1&2: Gurukulam

Moment to be with self!
Know more about yourself by being calm, where the little minds get ready to
pave their path in the practical world.
The path they walk along in the Gurukulam session is with prayers, breathing
exercises, concentration techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants.
The session gives all a chance to close their eyes and introspect. Attain a few
moments of calmness and time with: “Self”.

GRADE 1

Literacy skills English Stencil:- Poem - “The Turtle” word meanings,
revision of difficult words, Recitation of poem done.

English Grammar:-Ch-5 Verbs - pg-52,53 textual exercises
on Is/Am/Are and use of has/Have introduced to kids with
examples.

English Cafe - Essay on “My School”.

Alphanumeric Students learned Cursive letters Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee in
GK/Cursive notebook.

Numeracy skills Concept of multiplication and sign of ✖ were introduced and
explained along with grouping and number line. Also
introduced tables, wrote and recited 1's table.



Mental Maths: Discussed multiplication facts and solved
sums from everyday Maths.

Science around us
things

Kids practised Ch-9 “Our Needs “ questions and answers,
revision of difficult words, revision of chapter and reading
practice done.

Language Smart -
Hindi

�व�याथ�ओ ने ठेलेवाला छैला क�वता सीखी और अ�यास काय� �कया और ऐ क�
मा�ा से प�र�चत कराया । और ऐ क� मा�ा क� बाराखड़ी सीखी और ऐ क� मा�ा
के श�द �लख के अ�यास काय� पणू� �क� या ।

Hindi Lab:- �व�याथ�ओ ने अपनी पसं�ददा व�तु के बारे म� अपने सहपा�ठय�
को बताया.

Art & Craft Students drawn and done Colours in Navratri festival
(Dandiya)

Dance Students practised dance for the melange.

Smart
tech-Computer

Kids practised writing important notes of Ch-3 parts of a
Computer in Notebook. They also learnt about different
parts of a Computer and how those parts work in practical
using a laptop.

Library Little champs keenly listened and understood the story “The
Greedy lion” in the library period.

PE Students played kho-kho matches in P.E class.They also did
strength exercises for legs .

GK Students did the revision of all topics and watched the
stories of navratri on tv.

GRADE 2

Literacy skills English Grammar - Kids practised the special form of verbs
by writing it in the notebooks.

English Stencil - Kids wrote question - Answer in their
notebooks and did textual exercises of L.6 'Pinocchio and
the egg'.

English Cafe - Student wrote the meaning of analogues and
its examples.

Numeracy skills Kids practised textual exercises of chapter-6 'Multiplication'
along with multiplication tables in notebooks.

Mental Maths - Students did Revision sums of Multiplication
and Money in their Rough Notebook.



Science around
us

Kids practised exercises of chapter-12 along with difficult
words and new words with meaning in notebooks. They also
spoke 2-3 lines for the poster of “Save Water!” made from
home on A4 size paper with drawing and colouring.

Language Smart
- Hindi

L. - 10 “ असल� ख़ज़ाना"- Written shrutlekhan words 3 times in
Hindi Notebook and also completed exercises given on page
no. 67 and 68.

�याकरण - L. - 14 "अनेक श�द� के �लए एक श�द "

Explanation along with textbook exercises done in the
class.

Gujarati Kids revised names of community helpers in Gujarati along
with all the topics learnt till now.

Smart Tech -
Computer

Students wrote difficult words in the notebook chapter no.4
‘Exploring MS Paint’.

Art & Craft Kids drew and coloured 'Chameleon' and 'Honeybee' in their
drawing books.

Dance Students practised dance for the melange.

Music Kids enjoyed singing Garba songs, Mataji stuti and aarti on
the occasion of Navratri festival.

Life Skills Littleones learnt about the 'Ram Janma story' and
'Dussehra' through visual learning.

Library In the library period students wrote a story about Navratri
and drew a drawing of devi Durga and demon Mahishasura.

PE Students played kho-kho matches in P.E class.They also did
strength exercises for legs.

GK The students watched videos of different stories about
Navratri .



Primary Section

Academic session 2023-’24 - students of Grades 3 to 10 were taught the
s8ubjects English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Science and 3rd Language
(Gujarati/Sanskrit). Classes on Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga, Arts
iand crafts were also conducted for the students.

Grade 12 students had the teaching periods of the subjects; Physics, Chemistry,
Biology, Mathematics, Business Studies, Commerce, Accountancy, English and
computer.

PREPARATORY STAGE (C3 TO C5)

Grade 3

English Children were introduced to a new topic in English grammar
‘Conjunction’.

Science Children of grade (3A) wrote difficult words and word meaning
of chapter 4 Soil. Chapter 6 Living And Non- Living things had
been discussed(3B/C). Textual exercise had been done.

Mathematics Explanation of reforming shapes was done. Explanation of
tangram using different shapes was done. Textual exercises
related to the topics were solved.

Hindi
Chapter 10 चभुती भलू पाठ को समझाया एवं , ��न� के उ�र �लखवाए।
3A- पाठ-10, "चभुती भलू"�व�या�थ�य� को पाठ अ�ययन,अनवुाद करवाया गया।
क�ठन श�द, श�दाथ� व पाठ चचा� से संबं�धत ��न उ�र �लखवाए गए।

Computer Chapter 5 :-Practice in lab of MS Word-2016 on the Topic



Given.
Chapter 6:- Introduction of PowerPoint 2016
Introduction given.

Art & Craft C-3A, 3B and 3C are doing a workshop which will continue till
Diwali vacation strategy. 3A Kids got a topic 'Flowers' draw &
colour of their own choice. Similarly, 3B got a topic ' birds' and
3C got 'teddy bear'. They also completed page 14/ 15 in their
drawing Book.

Music Students wrote a new Boogie woogie action song and sang a
song.

PE Students learnt about diving skills of kho-kho.They also played
kho-kho matches.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Library Times Students enjoyed reading story books during the library
period.

Grade 4

English
Children were introduced to a new topic in English grammar
‘Conjunction’.

Maths Explanation of different types of fractions was done.
Explanation of conversion of unlike to like fractions and
mixed to Improper and Improper to mixed fractions was
done. Textual exercise related to the topic was solved.

Social Studies Chapter 5 The Coastal Plains :- explanation of coastal plains
and its importance.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “ �कम खादि�त एते “ का अ�यास काय� �कया| छा�� ने सबुह उठकर
बोलने वाला और खाने समय बोलनेवाला �लोक को सीखा |
�જુરાતી - મા�ા વગર ના શ�દો �ું લેખન વાચંન ક�ુ� .

Gujarati Students wrote difficult words for ch-9 and ch-10. Textual
exercise of ch-10 had been done.

Hindi पाठ-10,प�गल, �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ से संबं�धत अ�धकतम ��न-उ�र, म�ूय
आधा�रत ��न उ�र तथा भाषा स�रता संबं�धत ��न उ�र करवाए गए।

Computer Ch-5 Intro. to coding is completed(4B/C). Lab activity of MS



WORD and PowerPoint had been done in the lab.

Art & Craft C- 4A, 4B and 4C have completed page 14/15/16 in their
drawing book.

Library time Students enjoyed quizzes on GK during the library period.

Music Students sang those songs which they had learnt in the
Music period.

Science Students were introduced to a new chapter “Adaptation in
Animals”. Textual exercise of Ch.7 had been
completed(4A/B).

PE Students learnt about the diving skill of kho-kho.They also
played kho-kho matches practice.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 5

English Students were introduced with a new chapter,’Casa Falco’.
Word meanings from the same done in the class.

Social Studies Textual exercises from the chapter ‘The Indian Constitution’
were discussed and done in the class.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “परोपकाराय मम जीवनं “ के �याकरण म� “चतथु� �वभि�त के बारे म�
समझा और पाठ का पठन �कया |

Hindi पाठ-9, �मले सरु मेरा त�ुहारा, �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ से संबं�धत अ�धकतम श�द� के
��न उ�र व म�ूय आधा�रत ��न उ�र करवाए गए। �व�या�थ�य� को संबं�धत वी�डयो
भी �दखाया गया।

Library Time Students enjoyed reading story books during the library period.

Science Explanation of the chapter Animal world is going on in the
class.

Art & Craft C-5A has completed page 7/8/9. 5B have started the workshop
and their topic is 'pet animals' draw and colour on your own
choice. They have also completed page 7/8/9.

Music Students learned basic details of classical Raag-Bhupali.



Computer Students learned Algorithm,Coding,debugging and types of
loops in computer Coding.

PE Students learnt about the diving skills of kho-kho.They also do
kho-kho practice matches .

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration techniques,
healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calmness and time with “Self”.

MIDDLE STAGE (C6 TO C8)

Grade 6

English Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘How Food
Shrank the Work’. Explanation and textual exercise of the
same was done.

Mathematics Chapter 8 was introduced wherein students learnt about ratio,
reducing ratio to its lowest term, equivalent ratio and based on
it started Ex 8.1.

Science Explanation of the chapter Habitat of living organisms is
going on in the class.

Social Science Students were introduced to a new chapter of civics ‘ Key
Elements Of Democratic Government.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 11 "�परा�मड� के देश म�" को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Sanskrit छा�� ने “कृ�षकाः कम�वीरा:” का अ�यास काय� �कया | नया पाठ “ प�ुपो�सव:”
का पठन �कया,भाषांतर �कया और समझा | सबुह उठकर बोलनेवाला और खाने
समय बोलनेवाला �लोका का गान �कया और समझा |

Computer Students created presentations on Antivirus software in
PowerPoint 2016 and also learned about websites, web pages
& Hyperlink.

Library Time Students enjoyed reading story books and issued the same
during the library period.

Music Students did melange song practice.

PE Students learnt table tennis service skills and instructed about
how to take care of the table tennis board and how to play.



Grade 7

English Students were introduced with a new poem ‘The Song of the
Open Road’. Textual exercise of the same was completed.

Mathematics Introduced Chapter - 9, Comparing Quantities. Explanation of
percentage and its application, writing the number in
percentage, fraction & decimal number and based on it started
Exercise- 9.1.

Science Explanation of the chapter Transportation in animals and
plants is going on in the class.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� को पाठ- 10 "गाथा गजानंदन क�" कहानी के ��न -उ�र क�ांतग�त
करवाए गए।

Computer Students learned What is function, How it is used in computer
programming, looping and Types of Looping in coding language.

Sanskrit छा�� ने “समवायो �ह दजु�यः” पाठ का पठन �कया,भाषांतर �कया और समझा |
सबुह उठकर बोलनेवाला �लोक और खाने के समय बोलनेवाला �लोक को सीखा और
गान �कया |

Social Science Chapter -4 Water, explained about Tides (High/Low tide) and
Ocean Currents (Cold/Warm current).

Art & Craft Students learned about art terms like drawing, paintings and
sketching and the difference between them.

Music Students practiced melange songs.

PE Students learnt table tennis service skills and instructed about
how to take care of the table tennis board and how to play.

Library Time Students have been issued and read books like fiction, non
fiction during the library period.

Grade 8

English Textual exercises from the chapter ‘ How Banks Works’ were
discussed and done in the class.

Students were introduced with a new chapter,’ The diamond
as big as the Ritz’.

Mathematics Started solving Exercise 10.2 wherein explanation of
compounded half yearly and annually was explained.

Social Science Students were introduced with a new chapter ‘Understanding



(Civics) Our Criminal Justice System.’

Sanskrit छा�� ने “ नी�तनावनीतं “ के �लोका का म�ूयांकन �कया |

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 12 "उनका फ़ैसला" कहानी को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer Students learned how to release and stream movies.

Art & Craft Students have started the workshop and their topic is
'Festivals'. They are free to draw on the topic given and use
colour of their own choice.

Music Students practised melange songs.

PE Students played kho-kho and football.

SECONDARY STAGE (C9 TO C12)

Grade 9

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Circle”. Students have solved
examples based on chord and its distance from the centre.

Mathematics Revision of Heron's formula was done.

Science -Chemistry Continuing the chapter Atoms and molecules wherein
the topic Valency was discussed.

Science -Physics Continuing with the chapter Gravitation wherein the
topics- gravitational acceleration, Relation in between g
and G, Effect of g, kepler's law of planetary motion.

Science - Biology Structure , function and location of Muscular tissues and
Connective tissues were discussed from the chapter
Tissues.

Social Science
(Geography)

In the ongoing chapter ‘Climate’, students came to know
about the various Indian seasons.

Computer Students learned How IT is used in /different sectors.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �पश� पा�यप�ुतक के पाठ- 5 "धम� क� आड़" को पढ़ा एवं
समझा।

PE Students played Football and kho-kho match during the PE
Class.

Library Time Students have been issued and read books like fiction, non



fiction during the library period.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 10

English Ch: The Book that Saved the Earth was read and explained
in the class.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “ Surface Area and Volume”.
Students have solved examples of area and volume with
the combination of different shapes.

Science-chemistry Continuing with the chapter Carbon and it's compounds
wherein the topic versatile nature of Carbon was discussed.

Science- Biology The concept of Double fertilisation, process of seed
germination and parts of male reproductive organs were
discussed from the chapter How do organisms
reproduce?

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने �पश� पा�यप�ुतक के पाठ- 7 " आ�म�ाण" क�वता को पढ़ा
एवं समझा।

Computer Students learned How to become Entrepreneur and
Entrepreneurship

WE Gr. 10 students have started a workshop and their topic is
'Festival'. They will do on their own choice and while doing
also learning about our Indian culture.

Library Time Students have been referred to some magazines which are
available in our library.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students played cricket and volleyball game during the PE
Class.



Grade 11- Science

English Ch: Birth was read and explained in the class.

Physics Students were introduced with a new chapter
Thermodynamics wherein the topics- Thermodynamics,
T.D.variables, laws of Thermodynamics, Mayer's formula
were explained.

Chemistry Continuing the chapter Hydrocarbons wherein the topic
alkane and its properties were discussed.

Chemistry Practical Salt analysis was performed by the students.

Biology The C3 cycle, C4 cycle , Photorespiration were explained
from the chapter Photosynthesis in higher plants.

Biology- Practical Students observed various plant part modifications using
specimens.

Mathematics Continuing with the chapter “Conic section” students
have solved examples of parabola and ellipse in the
classroom.

Computer Students learn string programs in and Not in the python.

PE Students played tables tennis game during the PE
ClasChapter-5 yoga. Meaning of yoga and importance
Yoga.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 11 - Commerce

Accountancy Solved comprehensive sums of Chapter-”G.S.T” with
concepts of purchase and sale of goods with Trade discount
and Cash discount.

Computer Students learn string programs in and Not in the python.

English Ch: Birth was read and explained in the class.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,



attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

Grade 11- Humanities

English Ch: Birth was read and explained in the class.

Psychology Chapter- Human Development was finished.

History Debates within Christianity was read and explained.

PE Students played tables tennis game during the PE
ClasChapter-5 yoga. Meaning of yoga and importance
Yoga.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

Grade 12- Science

Physics Completed the chapter Dual Nature Of Radiation and
Matter.

Physics Practical The practical- Characteristics of forward and Reverse
biasing of PN junction diode was conducted by the
students.

Chemistry Continuing with the chapter Amines wherein the topic basic
nature of amines was discussed.

Chemistry practical Salt analysis was performed by the students.

Biology Completed the chapter Ecosystem with the discussion of
Decomposition, Energy flow, Ecological pyramids and its
limitations.

Biology- Practical Students performed the experiment- Fixing Onion root tips
to observe various stages of Mitosis

Mathematics Started a new chapter “Vector Algebra” and solved
examples based on vector addition, multiplication, dot
product, projection.



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and introspect,
attain a few moments of calmness and time with “Self”.

PE Students played Football game in PE Class.

Grade 12- Commerce

Accountancy Continued Chapter - “Share Capital” and solved
comprehensive sums on - Forfeiture of shares issued at
par and Re-issue of forfeited shares issued at par,
premium and discount.

Business Studies Continued chapter “Directing” and completed the topics
Leadership - meaning, features and types
Communication - meaning and features.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the students wherein they
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration
techniques, healing techniques, and cosmic chants. The
session gave all a chance to close their eyes and
introspect, attain a few moments of calmness and time
with “Self”.

EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS:

NAVRATRI CELEBRATION: 16TH OCT. TO 20TH OCT. 2023 & 21ST OCT.
2023

The students from Foundational Stage to the Secondary stage, came dressed up in
their traditional attire and swayed and swirled to the tune of Garba on the relevant
days. With their peers and teachers it was a joyful moment, spent listening to the
garba songs and dancing to the beats of the same. The festive fervour was on peak
and the enthusiasm and participation of students for the event was astounding.

We thank our dear parents for all their cooperation in making this festive event a
grand success!



STAR OF THE WEEK & MONTH

Each week children are chosen from C1 to C8, by their teacher to be Star of the
Week. This can be for many different reasons: Regularity, Behaviour, Punctuality,
Academics and Discipline. The children are very proud when they get the Star of
the Week badge. This week list is enclosed:

Grade Star of the Week - Students’ name

Grade 1 A/B Pranjal Shah (1A) Anay Patel(1B)

Grade 1 C/D Ahana Jain(1C) Drish Patel (1D)

Grade 2 A/B Sanvi D Thakur (2A) Shivanya Thakur (2B)

Grade 2 C/D Dharaben R Bariya (2C) Jainit Punjabi (2D)

Grade 3 A/B/C Jwara Patel(3C)

Grade 4 A/B/C Pranjavi Chhabra (4C) Daksh Gandhi (4A)

Grade-5 Harmita Joshi(5A) Rutvam Soni (5B)

Grade 6 A,B &
7 A,B

Divy Punjabi 7B -



NAME OF THE CHILD GRADE DATE TITLE OF THE BOOK

(IF GIFTED)

BIRTHDAYS & BOOK GIFTED

Aadya Singh Lkg-B 03-10-2018 Akbar -Birbal Stories

Drishna Bhatiya 1-D 14-10-2023 Tenali rama
Vikram betal

Md. Maaz Mansuri 1D 19-10-2023 -

Dhrishat Rai 3A 20-10-2023 108 ved puran and
upanishad

Naum Sadhwani 5A 19-10-2023 Moral stories

Veerajba Dodiya 7B 17-10-2023 Stories for children


